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Letter from the Editor
By Cherie Hyder | March 2020

March 2020,

As we all navigate uncertainty and dramatic changes in our personal and professional lives in light of an unprecedented
worldwide pandemic, we are reminded that MSLs are resilient, flexible, adaptable and ever service oriented!   No matter what
challenges we face, we rise to every occasion and deliver value.   2020 has started with such a force to be reckoned with, yet it
will not overtake us.  We are strong and will overcome the adversity we face.

The new decade has spawned resolutions, hope and aspirations for all we seek to become.  Make each day count; not traveling
for KOL engagement has its silver lining with extra time to focus on training, personal development and innovating how MSLs
approach field work without being in the field!   It’s not too far in 2020 to harness resolutions firmly and accomplish your goals
with determination.  Take a moment to reflect on where you are today and where you want to be by the end of the year.  Keep
your focus and stay on course.  Make promises to yourself that you can keep.  Take calculated risks this year.  Measure your
success along the way and be accountable to YOU.  Resolve to make your aspirations a reality over the course of the year.   I am
confident 2020 can be a tremendously productive year, as we leverage the amazing knowledge, skills, capabilities and power of
the MSL community within our MSL Society!

We mark a new beginning with the launch of The MSL Society journal’s inaugural edition in March 2020 for our growing MSL
community!   As we began the journey last year laying out plans for the journal, it was clear that you are looking for new
information, ideas, personal and professional development, useful tips and more!   Given our nimble adaptation to virtual
engagement, there is an urgent need to consider tips, ideas and inspiration that will carry each of us through these trying times. 
We reached out to the society members looking for article ideas and you exceeded our expectations with many excellent topics
in the articles submitted!   The excitement around the journal is growing and we look forward to delivering fresh insights in every
edition!   You make this journal what it is and for that we are very grateful!

My hope and desire for the MSL Society journal is to push beyond limits and expand your current boundaries.   Is it nerve
wracking to step into the unknown?  I kind of hope it is!  Embrace the uncertainty and focus on managing through the changes.
Turn toward challenges, not away from them. Push beyond your limits this year and you will find out more about yourself and
what you are capable of doing!   Make 2020 your very best year!   Please join me in this fantastic journey of discovery with the
first edition of The MSL Society journal!   It is my sincere hope that each edition brings “light bulb” moments, clear vision for
your career path and a desire to put pen to paper as we invite you to contribute with articles you want to share, as well!  
Wishing all our amazing MSL community good health!

 

My best to you and our growing MSL community,

Cherie Hyder, PharmD, MSL-BC

cherie.hyder@themsls.org

Who Are Medical Science Liaisons?
By Samuel Dyer, PhD and Jeff Kraemer, MS | March 2020

Since being first established by Upjohn Pharmaceuticals in 1967, Medical Science Liaisons (MSLs) have become increasingly
more important to the success of the companies that employ them. As a result, the MSL profession has grown exponentially over
the last several years, and according to a 2018 global survey conducted by the MSL Society, 68% of managers plan to expand
the size of their MSL teams within the next two years.

Given the importance of the MSL role and it’s expected expansion, a compelling question is “Who are Medical Science Liaisons
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Today?”

One resource that can be used to answer the question of who makes up the role today, is the annual MSL Salary and
Compensation Survey conducted by the MSL Society. This is the single largest survey conducted across the MSL profession and
the 2019 edition included 1,978 MSL professionals from 71 countries. Evaluating the demographic data from the study reveals
important insights into various characteristics of MSLs today including details about their academic background, years of
experience, the types of companies they work for, and what therapeutic area or disease states they support.

Their Gender

One question often asked is whether the MSL profession is primarily made up of men or women. Although nearly equally divided
amongst males and females, data from the 2019 MSL Salary and Compensation Survey reveals that both globally and in the U.S.
women make up a slight majority of the MSL profession. (See Tables 1A and 1B)

Table 1A  – Survey Question: “What is your gender?” – Global Results

Table 1B – Survey Question: “What is your gender?” – USA Results

Their Education

In the late 1980’s, a number of companies began to require those applying to MSL roles to have a doctorate degree such as an
MD, PharmD, or PhD. Today a doctorate degree has become the educational standard for the MSL profession. In fact, 86% of
current MSLs in the U.S. and 79% of current MSLs globally, across all company types and all therapeutic areas have doctorate
degrees.

The 2019 Salary and Compensation survey found that while the PhD is the most prevalent academic background among MSLs
globally (41%), the PharmD is the most common doctoral degree held by 40% of MSLs in the United States. The higher
prevalence of MSLs in the U.S. with a PharmD may be attributed to the fact that the PharmD degree has historically been
primarily awarded in the United States. (See Tables 2A and 2B)

Table 2A – Survey Question: “What is your highest academic background?” – Global Results
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Table 2B – Survey Question: “What is your highest academic background?” – USA Results

Years of Experience

Although there was a range of experience represented in the survey, the majority of MSLs both globally and in the United States,
have 4 or less years of MSL experience. Furthermore, 42% of MSLs globally and 41% in the United States have 2 or less years of
MSL experience.  (See Tables 3A and 3B)

Table 3A – Survey Question: “How many years of MSL and/or MSL management experience do you have?” – Global
Results
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Table 3B – Survey Question: “How many years of MSL and/or MSL management experience do you have?” – USA
Results

Where They Work

Although pharmaceutical, biotechnology, medical device, medical diagnostic, CRO and contract MSL organizations employ MSLs
today, the data reveals that the vast majority of MSLs both globally (80%) and in the United States (77%) work at large, medium,
and small pharmaceutical companies. (See Tables 4A and 4B)

Table 4A – Survey Question: “How would you classify your company?” – Global Results
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Table 4B – Survey Question: “How would you classify your company?” –  USA Results

Therapeutic Areas They Support

Although the survey included the option to select amongst 41 different therapeutic areas, the top seven (7) TA’s supported by
MSLs in the United States were: Oncology (27%), CNS/Neurology (16%), Rare/Orphan Disease (13%), Immunology (10%),
Cardiovascular/Thrombosis (9%), Hematology (9%), and Diabetes (7%).

Globally the top seven (7) TA’s were identical and only differ by the percentage of MSLs who selected them as their area of
responsibility and included: Oncology (29%), CNS / Neurology (15%), Rare/Orphan Disease (12%), Immunology (11%),
Cardiovascular/Thrombosis (11%), Hematology (10%), and Diabetes (9%).

Survey Question: What Therapeutic Area best describes your responsibility? (You may select more than one) –
Global Results
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2019 MSL Salary & Compensation Survey

Survey Question: What Therapeutic Area best describes your responsibility? (You may select more than one) –
U.S.A. Results
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2019 MSL Salary & Compensation Survey

Conclusion

For those interested in understanding who are Medical Science Liaisons today and the various characteristics of the role,
evaluating demographic data from the 2019 MSL Salary & Compensation Survey conducted by the MSL Society reveals unique
insights into the profession. This survey, which is conducted annually, provides the largest database of demographic data
available for MSLs and MSL leaders. The data from the survey can be utilized to understand both current demographics as well
as track changes or trends over time.

Is Self-Reported MSL Salary Data Credible or Valuable?
By Dr. Samuel Dyer | March 2020

The 2019 MSL Salary & Compensation survey was recently published in December, 2019 and it was the 6th annual global survey
conducted by the MSL Society. Like previous years, the primary purpose of the survey was to gain insights into current global
MSL salary and compensation levels across pharmaceutical, biotechnology, medical devices, and other healthcare companies
that employ MSLs. The MSL Society was the first organization to ever conduct a global MSL salary and conducted the first survey
in 2014.

Salary and compensation is clearly one of the most important factors in successfully recruiting and retaining the best MSL talent.
It’s crucial for companies to ensure the compensation they offer is competitive by benchmarking against others in their industry
and region. Although the 2019 edition of the MSL Salary & Compensation survey included 1,978 MSL professionals from 71
countries, making it the largest database of MSL salaries in the world, all the data is self-reported. An important consideration
and question regarding the survey must be “Is self-reported MSL salary data credible or valuable?” Furthermore, can the data be
utilized by MSL leaders, HR and others as credible salary benchmarking data?

Establishing Credibility and Value of Self-Reported Data

One criteria to evaluate the credibility and value of the MSL Society’s Global Salary & Compensation Survey is through its
utilization as benchmarking data amongst Manager / Directors of MSL teams. One of the questions asked of MSL directors and
managers in the 2019 survey was “Do you utilize the MSL Society’s Global MSL Salary & Compensation Survey as your primary
salary benchmark data?”. It was the first time this question was asked to MSL leaders. The table below displays the results from
the USA report which reveals that the majority of Managers / Directors of MSLs based in the USA use the report as their primary
salary benchmark data.

Do you utilize the MSL Society’s Global MSL Salary & Compensation Survey as your primary salary benchmark
data? 
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This is an important validation that the data is considered both credible and valuable. Presumably if the majority of U.S. based
MSL managers thought otherwise, they would not use the data as their primary salary benchmarking data. It might also be
interesting to understand what type of companies these U.S. based MSL managers or directors represent.

The table below displays the breakdown of four company types: large, medium, and small pharma as well as biotechnology, for
U.S. based Managers or Directors of MSL teams.

Interestingly, when evaluated by company type, the majority of all U.S. based MSL managers or directors from both large and
small pharmaceutical companies reported they utilize the data as their primary salary benchmark data. (see figure above). Even
globally, 42% of Managers / Directors of MSLs report utilizing the MSL Salary & Compensation Survey as their primary salary
benchmark data (see figure below).

Do you utilize the MSL Society’s Global MSL Salary & Compensation Survey as your primary salary benchmark
data? – Global Data
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A further analysis of this global survey data found that 56% of Global Managers / Directors at Small Pharmaceutical companies
report utilizing the Global MSL Salary & Compensation Survey as their primary salary benchmark data (See Figure Below).

An MSL Leaders’ Perspective 

One MSL hiring manager and leader, Cherie Hyder, PharmD, Medical Excellence & Operations Leadership Medical Affairs at
Biohaven Pharmaceuticals, shared her thoughts on the credibility of the MSL Salary and Compensation Survey Data: “After more
than 18 years in MSL and MSL leadership roles at large and small pharmaceutical companies, I have always found the MSL
Society Annual Salary Survey to be spot on with regard to the average pay categories. Knowing how reliable this data is, I have
used it to go to bat for MSLs on my team to obtain appropriate starting pay when hiring staff and pay adjustments when
necessary to assure fair pay and good retention of staff. I also utilize the salary data for my own career path to gauge whether I
am fairly compensated and when looking at a new position. I look forward to the annual survey to understand what changes are
happening in the marketplace. While the salary data is based on self reported values, the anonymous nature of self reporting
and desire for a true read on current salaries from professional scientists who value integrity and truthful data make the survey
a very useful tool to rely upon. The survey data has been consistently verified and validated by many who recruit and hire MSLs
and leaders to attest to the reliability of the data overall.  I value and rely upon the annual salary survey information.”

MSL Recruiters Perspectives

Another way to evaluate the credibility of the MSL Salary survey data is to review how the results compare with executive
recruiters who are actually placing MSLs at pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies. Two prominent U.S. based MSL
recruiters addressed the issue of credibility and reliability of the data.

Mary C. Morton, Director of Recruiting and Business Development, SEMbio, stated “salary surveys as a whole are a really hot
topic lately. I have a number of clients that are looking to me for validation of their current pay bands or to understand where
they fit in the marketplace. To that end, I have found the MSL Society’s survey to be a beneficial tool. What we see in our day to
day on salaries is fairly consistent with what the MSL Society survey reflects. Occasionally, we see some salaries that are a bit
higher than the general average; in my opinion, that variation is more than likely because we primarily partner with small to
medium client companies, most of which are either in immunology/autoimmune disease and in rare and orphan diseases. But
that is where I really appreciate that the MSL Society also breaks it down by therapeutic area.”
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Tom Carvela, a medical affairs and MSL recruiter for the Pharmaceutical and Biotech Industry, Managing Partner, Carolan Group,
uses the MSL Society’s salary survey as a valuable resource. He stated the survey “provides a great snapshot of the current
salary bands for different levels of MSLs. While we are finding that MSL compensation continues to trend on the higher side and
increases annually, the MSL Society Survey has been a very accurate assessment of the increasing market averages – based on
a strong sample of the MSL population. We encourage both our clients and MSL candidates to consider these numbers when
determining a fair compensation package that aligns with the competitiveness of the current MSL marketplace.”

A Credible and Valuable Report

The fact that a majority of U.S. based MSL Managers / Directors are utilizing the MSL Society’s Global Salary & Compensation
Survey as their primary salary benchmark data and that leading MSL recruiters confirm the accuracy of the report’s data
compared to the salaries offered to individuals they have placed in MSL roles confirms the data is both credible and valuable.

MSL Competency Index – Part 1: How are MSLs Chosen,
Evaluated and Promoted?
By Cherie Hyder | March 2020

As an experienced hiring director of MSLs with a solid commitment to MSL development that aims for excellence and
effectiveness, I have been asked on many occasions how one can get into a first MSL role and once there, how they can be
promoted to the next MSL level.  Getting into a new MSL position may feel like trying to join a secret society, however the only
secret you need to know is that MSLs must have a long list of competencies and this means striving to be the “total package” in
the hiring process. Additionally, the question of promotion often comes up early in an MSL’s career, thinking that it’s easy to
jump ahead rapidly on the MSL career ladder.  MSLs are generally high achievers who actively seek out professional
development. They are not content with the status quo. So how does one become the “total package”? Seek first to understand
the broad array of MSL competencies needed!

It’s useful to consider that MSLs often make Medical Affairs their career focus, spanning many years and even decades, reaching
for higher MSL roles either on a scientific ladder or moving to a managerial ladder. The MSL career path can and should extend
across years of honing key skills and capabilities that not only bring a sense of accomplishment to the MSL but also make them
indispensable within organizations. I truly believe all MSLs are leaders, whether they lead people or projects.  First and foremost,
they must lead themselves, and by this I mean “pave your own path” toward success and by defining success for themselves
based upon MSL capabilities that deliver value. Many MSL capabilities are hard or even impossible to train and therefore, must
be integral in the fabric of an MSL candidate from the beginning of their MSL career path.  Aspiring MSLs should seek first to
understand the complex and broad capabilities required of an MSL. Those in MSL roles need self-awareness and feedback from
managers and peers to provide honest gauging of current capabilities to guide further development or risk stagnating their
career path.

After three decades in pharmaceutical industry comprising FDA, industry regulatory and clinical development roles plus nearly
20 years in Medical Affairs, I culled sufficient information to devise an MSL Competency Index that has been a very useful guide
when I need to hire MSLs and evaluate whether someone new to an MSL role truly has the total spectrum of capabilities to be in
the role. The MSL competency index has also served as a resource for MSL development plans, considering how to evolve MSL
capabilities and when an MSL is ready to move to a higher MSL level. It’s vital to not only understand the various capabilities an
MSL needs to have, but also to define the MSL levels at your company in way that distinguishes function with capabilities from
one level to another and is defensible to leadership and HR when making promotion recommendations.   I have been using my
MSL Competency Index as a resource for the past 5 years. Recently I became aware of other capability continuum lists used by
MSL leaders and MSL competency research from the MSL Society Global survey conducted in 2015. It is interesting to note that
everyone who has attempted to define a comprehensive listing of MSL capabilities for success has significant overlap in what we
consider most vital to the MSL role. This is also confirmatory evidence as we all sought to answer a similar question: What skills
and capabilities must an MSL have in order to be successful in the role?

The 2015 MSL Society Global survey on Competencies that Contribute Most to Success defined 14 competency areas. I
compared this with my MSL Competency Index, examining overlap areas across the competency areas in Table 1. I encourage
reading the full survey report on the MSL Society website for more detailed information.
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Table 1:  Comparison of MSL Competency Areas:  2015 MSL Society Survey and MSL Competency Index (Hyder)

*Fits in more than one Competency Area Overlap

Based on the analysis of competency area overlaps, we see that MSLs need to bring a lot to their respective roles and
organizations! In my view, an MSL needs to be the “total package”. The skill set of an MSL is quite broad. Most career paths will
focus on a smaller set of capabilities one needs to be successful, however the list of MSL capabilities is quite diverse and I find
that companies desire increasing required competencies for MSLs! It is a competitive market. Everything we do as MSL leaders
to identify MSL candidates with broad competencies during the hiring process will strengthen our teams from the beginning of
team formation. As we continue to polish MSL skills and enhance these competencies through continued development, there are
many areas where we can invest in training. Not all competencies are equally weighted from my perspective. Some areas worthy
of prioritization are strategic thinking, presentation skills and influencing / persuasion. All competencies are vital to the role,
however with such list of wants and needs for MSLs to fulfill, it’s important to focus on competencies that deliver immediate
value. Competency areas that are more challenging to train include: creativity and innovation, emotional intelligence, self-
motivation and decision making. These areas should be prioritized in the hiring process to identify in potential MSL candidates,
alongside other key attributes leaders believe are critical to MSL function.

Organizations have many ways of labeling MSL levels such as MSL, Senior MSL and Executive MSL or MSL 1, MSL 2 and MSL 3.
The 2019 MSL Society Salary Survey summarizes percentage of MSLs at various levels and demographics in Table 2. I prefer
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descriptive level titles, however the actual title is less important than the definition of the role itself.  Job descriptions should be
developed for each MSL level, delineating the added responsibilities and expectations. I use the MSL Competency Index to guide
writing MSL job descriptions, again emphasizing key areas that build upon each scientific ladder MSL level. If one is to categorize
MSL capabilities, the MSL Competency Index yields core area groupings such as Scientific Expertise, Collaborative Partnerships,
Business Acumen and Interpersonal Skills. Within each of these areas, multiple MSL core capabilities are defined and then
stratified across the MSL levels. Stay tuned….if you want to delve deeper into the MSL Competency Index and core MSL
capabilities that will allow you to create a roadmap for MSL hiring, development and promotion, this topic will be covered in
subsequent articles in The MSL Journal and a workshop at the Annual MSL Society Meeting in Las Vegas 2020!

Table 2:  2019 MSL Salary Survey – MSL Position Levels

MSLs often believe they are ready for promotion before their leadership has determined it’s time to move them to the next level,
and it’s imperative that conversations about development are done routinely to help manage expectations. There may be a
totally divergent understanding of what the next MSL level entails from a responsibility standpoint and the company may not
have considered what the levels above the initial MSL role should be. It is ideal to begin with the development of staff in mind,
knowing that much effort and investment in hiring top talent has gone into bringing an MSL onto a team. That said, there needs
to be a defined path for MSL development that both leadership and MSLs can refer to as performance is continuously evaluated.

Common pitfalls in this process include:

Only one MSL level; no other levels exist or have been defined
MSL job description is not detailed; levels above MSL are not defined in any job description
MSL capabilities are not understood or defined within organization
Performance management is inconsistent; not done on routine intervals such as mid year / end of year
MSLs have goals they are accountable for, but no development plan is laid out
MSL and leadership have divergent views about what the next MSL level represents
Time in service as an MSL is how promotions are viewed by organization
A major accomplishment means a promotion is due rather than looking at MSL consistent excellence in
performance over time

Any of these situations creates a major dilemma in navigating the steps toward MSL evaluation and promotion; some are easier
to rectify than others.

Steps that allow you to move ahead and overcome these obstacles include:

Build a detailed listing of MSL capabilities or competencies; or even easier, ask an MSL leader colleague to share
theirs with you!
Define at least 2 or more MSL levels with appropriate titles and job descriptions
Assure MSLs not only have clear goals and metrics, but also have accountability for an individual development
plan that assesses 2-3 key competencies they are working on to develop that year
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Have open discussions with the MSL team about what MSL levels look like, how expectations and responsibilities
increase at higher levels, how MSL career paths progress over time
Share the MSL capabilities with MSL team, discuss what excellent looks like and how consistent performance is
necessary to support and defend promotions
Assure MSL performance reviews are completed at mid-year and end of year with formal recommendations for
development
Attend the MSL Society 2020 Annual Conference workshop on MSL Competency Index!

 

Promoting MSLs to the next level is gratifying as an MSL leader; your efforts to develop MSL capabilities in your team that lead
them forward in their chosen career is a leadership legacy with personal impact. Next time an MSL asks if they can be promoted,
having developed your key MSL capabilities, defined MSL titles and job descriptions, and determined parameters for promotion
on your team, you will be well equipped to handle performance evaluation discussions using clear, objective criteria and can
point to MSL needs that will directly shape development plans with clear action steps and timelines for accountability.  MSLs
need to know what their development roadmap is and feel confident that they are progressing toward a well-deserved
promotion. MSL team leaders will be better equipped to defend promotions to upper leadership and HR when the time comes!
MSLs who have clear development plans and believe their leadership is investing in their development are much more likely to
remain on the MSL team rather than scouting for their next MSL gig. Staff retention can be challenging, particularly in a
competitive environment where experienced MSLs are highly sought for open positions, however a clear development path
starting with an MSL Competency Index tool will help both leaders and MSLs navigate a robust and rewarding MSL experience.
The prize for all this effort is retaining your MSL top talent and growing them for your MSL team, not someone else’s!

The Launch of the First-Ever Board Certification for
Medical Science Liaisons and MSL leaders – What is it
and What it Means for the Global MSL Profession
By Dr. Samuel Dyer | March 2020

On February 24, 2020 The Medical Science Liaison Society launched the first-ever professional board certification for Medical
Science Liaisons (MSL) and MSL leaders. The Medical Science Liaison – Board Certification (MSL-BC®) program, which has been
in development for the last several years, is an effort to set industry recognized standards for the MSL profession.

One of the most important criteria in creating a credible and valid certification program was involving the MSL community.
Throughout the development of the MSL-BC® certification program, 22 global MSL leaders volunteered numerous hours
attending multiple in-person meetings to identify areas of competency for testing, developing appropriate test questions, and
assisting with validation of the exam.

These MSL leaders included:

Avery Ince, MD, PhD
VP, US Scientific and Medical Affairs Strategy Lead
Janssen

Linda Traylor, PhD
VP, Clinical Development & Medical Affairs
Biodesix

Arthur Chan, PhD, MBA
Lead Medical Director
Novartis

Donna Holder, PharmD
Director, Executive Director, GMA Field Medical Center of Excellence

http://www.themsls.org/
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Merck

Belinda Gist, PhD
Director, Medical Affairs Learning & Development
Kite a Gilead Company

Ellen Shannon, PhD, RN
US Head of Medical Affairs
Valneva

Scott Thompson, MS
Managing Partner
Acceleration Point

Mike Abbadessa, PharmD
Former Sr. Director of Management & Operations
Takeda Pharmaceuticals / Currently CEO, OPX Insights, Inc.

Kumaran Krishnan, MBA
Associate Director MSL and Digital Transformation
Teva

Judi Vensak, MBA
Field Team Medical Director
CSL Behring

Dan Anderson, PharmD
Former Team Lead, Nephrology RMLs
Amgen

Cherie Hyder, PharmD
Medical Excellence & Operations Lead
Biohaven Pharmaceuticals

Melody Davis, PhD
Managing Partner
Versant Learning Solutions

Elizabeth Kupferer, PhD
Regional Director, MSLs
Novartis

Leona Hamrick, DHSC, PA-C
Medical Science Liaison
Veracyte

Deborah Profant, PhD
Associate Director, Managed Care MSL
Jazz Pharmaceuticals

Rita Zambelas, MSN
Associate Director, Medical Affairs
Amicus Therapeutics

Tiama Chaar, PhD
Medical Science Liaison
Sanofi Genzyme

Bernadett Mamone, PhD
Medical Science Liaison
Eisai
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Josh Yoder, PhD
Medical Science Liaison
uniQure

Daniela Divlianska, PhD
Medical Science Liaison
Novocure

What is a Certification?
Certification is defined as a voluntary process whereby an individual may earn a time-limited credential after validation of their
ability to meet predetermined standardized criteria for their profession.  Certification establishes minimum competency
standards in a set specialty and offers formal recognition of specialized knowledge and skills for those who have met these
standards.

The Medical Science Liaison-Board Certification exam (MSL-BC®) is the first-ever board certification for the Medical Science
Liaison profession and is an effort to establish industry recognized standards for the MSL profession. The Medical Science Liaison
Society is dedicated to the validation, through certification, of a specialized body of knowledge for individuals working as a
Medical Science Liaison (or equivalent title) or leading a Medical Science Liaison team.

Professionals working as Medical Science Liaisons (MSL) or managing a team of MSLs can demonstrate a baseline of specialized
competency, skill and/or knowledge in the field by meeting criteria and passing the examination offered by the Medical Science
Liaison Society.

Benefits of Certification
Certification offers several potential benefits and opportunities for the professional, employer and health care providers (HCPs)
and may include:

Creating a standard for MSL professionals
Identifying professional achievement
Offering validation of skills and knowledge
Increasing professional credibility
Assuring employers and HCPs that certified individuals have met rigorous requirements
Higher salaries for those certified
Employment advantage over non-certified job applicants

Certificate vs. Certification – How Are They Different?
A certification is often confused with a certificate, which are often promoted as certification. However, there are key differences
between the two. The primary purpose of a certificate program is to simply provide training.

In contrast, the primary purpose of a certification is to assess and evaluate one’s acquired knowledge, skills, and competencies
related to a particular role. Another key difference is that after an individual passes a certification, they will be awarded a
professional credential that will be recognized and used to highlight their certified status. A credential is awarded following an
advanced level examination which follows rigorous exam development protocols and standards which is psychometrically
validated. Furthermore, unlike a certificate program which is typically a one-time training, certifications have routine
requirements over time which must be met in order to maintain the credentials.

According to the Institute for Credentialing Excellence (ICE), certificate programs and certification programs are designed to
meet different needs. The following table from their website lists the main differences between the two types of programs. The
MSL-BC® credential is a Certification Program as outlined in the right column below:

http://www.credentialingexcellence.org/p/cm/ld/fid=4
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The Medical Science Liaison-Board Certification (MSL-BC®) will require the individual to meet the eligibility requirements,
achieve a passing score on the MSL-BC® examination to earn the credential, and complete continuing education to maintain the
credential.

How the MSL-BC® Exam was Developed
The Medical Science Liaison-Board Certification (MSL-BC®) was developed after several years of exploration and demands made
by the Medical Science Liaison community for a certification that reflects the MSL as a distinct professional with specific skills
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and knowledge.

The goal of the MSL-BC® is to set industry recognized standards for the MSL profession. To do so, the Medical Science Liaison
Society hired one of the top certification industry testing leaders to help launch the program based on international certification
standards. Since its inception, the MSL Society has collaborated with and been supported by numerous MSL leaders from around
the world who have volunteered their time and effort to create a credible examination.

To achieve the MSL-BC® credential, an MSL or MSL Leader must successfully pass the MSL-BC® certification examination which
will evaluate one’s acquired knowledge, skills, and competencies related to the Medical Science Liaison role. From the beginning
we have collaborated with and been supported by numerous MSL leaders from around the world who have volunteered their
time and effort to create a comprehensive examination.

During the development of the MSL-BC® exam, it was determined the exam would need to be administered virtually but
proctored live due to the fact that in numerous countries there are no Computer Based Testing center locations to take the
exam. As a result, to make the MSL-BC® available to all MSLs and MSL leaders globally, the exam is administered virtually.

According to international standards, there are multiple steps to create a valid and credible certification program. Over the last
few years the Medical Science Liaison Society and a large number of volunteer MSL leaders have worked diligently to complete
each of the necessary steps which consisted of the following:

Job Task Analysis Meeting – March 2017

The first step of the certification development process was conducting a “Job Task Analysis” (JTA), which was led by a
psychometrician and consisted of a live, in-person, 2-day meeting with multiple MSL leaders and took place in Denver, Colorado
on March 24-25, 2017. The objective of the meeting was to list tasks associated with the MSL profession and to create a
blueprint for the certification examination that professionals must pass in order to become certified. The purpose of the JTA was
to create the content outline for the MSL certification and to identify the knowledge, skills, and abilities that an MSL should
demonstrate regardless of company type, therapeutic area of concentration, or geographic location. The JTA also helped provide
the validity of the certification exam. During this 2-day in-person meeting, these subject matter experts created a blueprint for
the certification examination that professionals must pass in order to become certified.

Job Task Analysis Survey – December 2017

The next step in the certification development process was to conduct an online survey created to validate the results of the Job
Task Analysis (JTA) by asking survey participants to rate the frequency and importance of various activities for Medical Science
Liaisons that the JTA volunteer Group had outlined in the blueprint. The online survey was completed by 216 MSL Professionals in
28 countries. The survey was opened in December 2017 and respondents included Medical Science Liaisons and MSL Leaders
with a wide range of years of experience, varying levels of education, and represented pharma, biotech, medical device and
other healthcare companies. The final results of the survey were reviewed by a psychometrician.

Exam Question Writing and Review Meetings – February 2018

The next step of the certification development involved an in-person Exam Question Writing Meeting where another distinct
group of MSL leaders, led by a psychometrician, gathered to write the actual questions used for the MSL-BC® examination. This
was immediately followed by a Question Review Meeting where a separate group of MSL Leaders reviewed the exam questions
and wrote additional questions, as needed, to fill in areas of the Examination Blueprint. Each of these separate meetings were 3
days in length and took place February 1-6, 2018 in Orlando, FL.

In adherence with international standards for a certification, all MSL leaders volunteered to participate.

Exam Question Webinar Review – March 2018

Following the Exam Question Writing and Review Meetings, a psychometrician led a 3-hour webinar with those in attendance of
the Exam Question Writing and Review Meetings to discuss and approve the final MSL-BC® exam questions. During the webinar
review, all questions and possible responses were thoroughly reviewed and evaluated by a large group of MSLs and MSL leaders.

Pilot Exam – July 2019 to November 2019

The next step was recruiting a diverse group of MSLs and MSL leaders (who meet the MSL-BC® eligibility requirements) to
volunteer and take the MSL-BC® Examination as a pilot study.
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The pilot exam was conducted from July 25 – November 1, 2019. A total of 68 MSLs and MSL leaders from 8 countries completed
the exam under the same conditions as expected on the official exam. The exam was proctored remotely and live through
ProctorU. Participant backgrounds included a wide range of years of experience, varying levels of education, and represented
pharma, biotech, medical device and other healthcare companies.

Standard Setting Study / “Cut Score”- November 2019

The final step in launching a certification program is the Standard Setting Study or “cut score”. After all the pilot participants
completed the exam, a Modified Angoff Study was conducted to identify a recommended passing score for the MSL-BC®
examination. A cut score is the point that sets a predetermined level; it is a process that determines a passing score.

The Standard Setting Study was conducted on November 8, 2019 and led by a psychometrician with a group of MSLs and MSL
leaders who had previously participated in either the Item Writing or Item Review Meetings. During the Standard Setting Study,
all items on the examination were systematically discussed and evaluated based on the typical minimally qualified candidate
which ultimately determined the final passing score.

The MSL-BC® exam has been designed in accordance with testing industry standards for validity and reliability.

Validity is the degree to which the content of the test reflects the knowledge and skills required to perform the duties of an
MSL professional in a competent and efficient manner.
Reliability is the accuracy of the test results.  That is, the degree to which they are free from measurement errors.

 

The MSL Society, with the assistance and advice of multiple MSL leaders, has attempted to develop a credential that will
recognize accepted levels of expertise for MSL professionals with the goal of improving professional standards in the profession. 
However, no credentialing program can guarantee professional competence. In addition, given the frequent changes in industry
practices and relevant codes and regulations, the MSL Society cannot warrant that the test materials will at all times reflect the
most current state. The MSL Society welcomes constructive comments and suggestions from the public, the profession and
employers.

Eligibility Criteria
The Medical Science Liaison-Board Certification (MSL-BC®) is designed for professionals that have experience working as a
Medical Science Liaison (or equivalent title) or leading a Medical Science Liaison team. As a result, experience working
as a Medical Science Liaison or MSL leader is required of all certification candidates; those aspiring to break into the MSL
profession are NOT eligible. All MSLs and MSL leaders, including international applicants outside of the United States, are
encouraged to take the examination if qualified.

Specific eligibility requirements include:

Bachelor’s degree or higher from a regionally or nationally accredited educational institution. A copy of the1.
candidate’s highest degree or transcript must be provided at the time of registration.
One (1) year of cumulative experience working full-time as a Medical Science Liaison (or equivalent title) or2.
leading a Medical Science Liaison team. (see Appendix A in the Candidate Handbook for equivalent titles)

Note: This certification is NOT intended for sales, marketing, or other non-MSL related functions within a company. All
candidates must legally attest that they meet all the above requirements, which are subject to verification.

Details About the MSL-BC® Exam
Consists of 140 multiple-choice questions. Of these, 125 questions will be used to calculate your test score. The1.
remaining 15 items serve as pretest questions, and do not affect your final score.
You will have a total of four (4) hours to complete the exam.2.
The exam is virtual and can be completed at your home or office (we do not recommend using company issued3.
computers as there are often company firewalls which prevent the individual from properly accessing and
completing the exam).
The exam will be administered through the Medical Science Liaison Society’s Learning Management System (LMS)4.
and will be remote proctored live through ProctorU.
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MSL-BC® Examination Content Outline 
Following international certification standards, the Medical Science Liaison Society conducted a Job Task Analysis Meeting
and a Job Task Analysis Survey to support the content validity of the MSL-BC® Examination. Program content validity was
demonstrated with a comprehensive job analysis conducted and analyzed by experts, with data gathered from current
experienced MSLs and MSL leaders. The process identified the knowledge and skills required to competently perform the role of
an MSL professional and the level of importance and frequency of specific knowledge and tasks associated with the role of an
MSL or MSL leader.

The Medical Science Liaison Society offers the MSL-BC® certification examination to professionals either working as Medical
Science Liaisons (or equivalent title) or leading Medical Science Liaison teams.

The MSL-BC® Examination Detailed Content Outline was constructed from the results of the Job Task Analysis Meeting and a
Job Task Analysis Survey which were both conducted in 2017. The results of these provided the framework for the knowledge
and tasks important to the roles of an MSL and MSL leader and therefore the content of the exam. To be certified, an MSL or MSL
leader is expected to have proficiency in the three (3) main content areas displayed in the chart below. The percentage of
scored questions in each of the major content areas is shown below.
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Medical Science Liaison-Board Certification (MSL-BC®) Examination Detailed
Content Outline
As defined by the most recent Job Task Analysis Meeting and Job Task Analysis Survey, an MSL-BC® shall have proficient
knowledge in the following three (3) content areas, 14 tasks, and 60 steps, illustrated below. An MSL or MSL leader typically uses
this knowledge to perform the tasks listed.

The specific knowledge and tasks identified as important are provided in the MSL-BC® Detailed Content Outline listed in the
Candidate Handbook available on the MSL-BC® website: https://www.themsls.org/msl-board-certification/

A detailed content outline serves as the basis for the development of the examination and its test specifications. A valid
examination accurately reflects the knowledge and skills required for competent practice. All questions appearing on the
examinations have been validated using accepted psychometric rating scales. Subject matter expert volunteers from the MSL
profession developed the questions on the examination. The Test Development Committee reviewed and finalized all questions
for the examination. Each stage of the MSL-BC® examination development is an intensive peer review process. Each scored
examination question has been verified for accuracy, and referenced to a published source.

Medical Science Liaison-Board Certification (MSL-BC®) Pilot Exam
As previously mentioned, the pilot exam was conducted from July 25 – November 1, 2019. A total of 68 MSLs and MSL leaders
from 8 countries completed the exam with 57 passing the exam and earning the new MSL-BC® credential.

The following individuals passed the Pilot Exam and achieved the MSL-BC® Credential:

Lara Lapyckyj, PhD, MSL-BC1.
Global Medical Collaboration Lead
Roche

Suellen Rodrigues, PharmD, MSL-BC2.
MSL Manager
MSD

Chakravarthi Narla, PhD, MSL-BC3.
MSL
Eisai

Rahul Bohra, PhD, MSL-BC4.
MSL
Sanofi Genzyme

Stamatia Bellou, PhD, MSL-BC5.
MSL
Novartis

Gabriel Muthuri, MB, MSL-BC6.
Medical Affairs Manager
AstraZeneca

Antonio González del Castillo, PhD, MSL-BC7.
MSL
Sanofi Genzyme

Joan Folque Canut, MSL-BC8.
MSL
Bayer

Victor Sastre, MS, MSL-BC9.
Sr. MSL
Amgen

Amjad Mahmood, MSL-BC10.

https://www.themsls.org/msl-board-certification/
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Sr. MSL
AstraZeneca

Brian Carroll, PhD, MSL-BC11.
MSL
Sirtex Medical

Corey Schuler, MSN, MSL-BC12.
Director of Clinical Affairs
Integrative Therapeutics

Jamie Tobitt, PharmD, MSL-BC13.
Sr. MSL
Bluebird Bio

Jihad Rizkallah, MD, MSL-BC14.
Director MSL, Team Lead
Sunovion Pharmaceuticals

Larry Martinez, PhD, MSL-BC15.
Principal MSL
Janssen Pharmaceutical

Susan O’Connell, MSN, RN, MSL-BC16.
Sr. MSL/Associate Director
Takeda

Cathy Lopez, MSN, RN, MSL-BC17.
Associate Director Medical Affairs
Amicus Therapeutics

Kris Washington, PharmD, MSL-BC18.
Sr. MSL
Biogen

Sasha Bogdanovich, MD, PhD, MSL-BC19.
MSL
EMD Serono

Susan Giacalone, MSN, MSL-BC20.
US Director, Field Medical
Lexicon Pharmaceuticals

Anait Azbekyan, MD, MSL-BC21.
MSL
Biophytis

Mariya Krisenko, PhD, MSL-BC22.
MSL
Novo Nordisk

Mark Hanke, PhD, MSL-BC23.
Sr. MSL
Alkermes

Tayo Fakunle, PhD, MSL-BC24.
MSL
Bioventus

Benee Brown, PharmD, MSL-BC25.
Associate Director, MSL
Boehringer Ingelheim

Alexi Negron, PharmD, MSL-BC26.
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Executive MSL
Takeda

Angela Lombard, CP, MS, MSL-BC27.
MSL
Instrumentation Laboratory, A Werfen Company

Anu Guggilam, PhD, MSL-BC28.
MSL
SK Life Science

Carolyn McMicken, PsyD, MSL-BC29.
Regional Director, MSLs
Neurocrine Biosciences

Debra Lycett, PharmD, MSL-BC30.
Senior Director, Field Medical Affairs
Epizyme

Elizabeth Hur, PhD, MSL-BC31.
Associate Director, MSL
Novartis

James (Scott) Lucas, MS, PhD, MSL-BC32.
MSL
Sanofi Genzyme

Jeanna Cooper, PharmD, MSL-BC33.
MSL
Ipsen

Jennifer LaCorte, MSN, MSL-BC34.
MSL
Sarepta Therapeutics

Jorge Farias, PharmD, MS, MSL-BC35.
Director, Medical Outcomes Specialist
Pfizer

Kellen Voss, PhD, MSL-BC36.
Medical Science Director
Mitsubishi Tanabe Pharma America

Ketki Hatle, PhD, MSL-BC37.
MSL
Biogen

Laura Lantry, PhD, MSL-BC38.
MSL
Sirtex Medical

Leonor Stephens, PhD, MSL-BC39.
Clinical Science Liaison
TG Therapeutics

Matthew Baker, PharmD, MSL-BC40.
MSL
Aurinia Pharmaceuticals

Naomi Gordon, MBA, MSL-BC41.
MSL
Guerbet

Paul Vogel, PhD, MSL-BC42.
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Sr. MSL
Jazz Pharmaceuticals

Mila Levinson, PharmD, MSL-BC43.
Sr. MSL
AstraZeneca

Sheila Komara, PhD, MSL-BC44.
Sr. MSL
Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals

Todd Okamoto, PharmD, MSL-BC45.
Sr. MSL
Genentech

Virginia Reale, MSL-BC46.
MSL
Bayer

Jacqueline Armani, OD, FAAO, MSL-BC47.
MSL
Alcon

Michael Karon, PhD, MD MSL-BC48.
Lead MSL
Alcon

Alyson Evans, DNP, MBA, MSL-BC49.
Associate Director/MSL
Biohaven Pharmaceuticals

Jennifer Merkel, PharmD, MS, MSL-BC50.
Managing Director, Medical Science
Salix Pharmaceuticals

Carly  Mooney, ND, MSL-BC51.
Associate Director, MSL
Novocure

Moe Abouzari, DPM, MBA, MSL-BC52.
MSL
Thermo Fisher Scientific

Prashant Desai, PharmD, MSL-BC53.
Sr. MSL II
AbbVie

Savi Chadha, MD, MPH, MSL-BC54.
Senior Regional Medical Manager
Supernus Pharmaceuticals Inc.

Thomas Hughes, PharmD, MSL-BC55.
MSL
Boston Scientific

George DiCarlo, PharmD, MSL-BC56.
Director Medical Affairs
Merck

Larry Dollar, PharmD, MSL-BC57.
Vice President Medical Affairs
Syneos Health
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Transitioning From Clinical Practice to MSL
By Alyson Evans, DNP, MBA, MSL-BC | March 2020

You’ve decided to transition from clinician to industry…GREAT!!! There are many clinical professionals in the MSL role. From
medical doctors to advanced practice nurses and every other allied health professional in between, clinicians are experts at
translational research. As a clinician, you can readily bring data to real world clinical practice.  This experience resonates well
with KOLs as it builds a connection, a sense of comradery and trust, given that you understand what they go through every day.
Caring for patients can be quite complicated, and having a scientific resource in the pharmaceutical industry that understands
the clinical world is priceless. Yet what are your needs?

Why are you leaving clinical practice? Maybe you want a change of pace. Maybe you are looking for other1.
opportunities for career growth. Whatever your reason, you need to be ok with it. Don’t transition because
someone tells you to or for the potential allure of a larger paycheck. More money won’t give you personal
satisfaction in the long run.
Is now a good time? Are you single, free to travel and able to relocate as you please? Are you married with 32.
kids and 2 dogs and Target feels like a getaway? Take the time to consider what parts of your life will hang in the
balance while you travel. For me, work life balance is not quite accurate. Rather, I prefer to look at balance as
work life compromise. Industry can offer amazing opportunities, but you must be sure to balance it with your
home life. Your career may inadvertently become your spouse’s career as well. Be sure to have transparent
conversations and agree on what those compromises will look like for both you and your family.
Do you plan on maintaining your license? This consideration is big. If you do, plan for how you will obtain the3.
continuing education you will need for licensure and be honest with your employer about this need. They may be
able to help with your renewal fees and adjust work projects to allow you to maintain continuing education.  
What therapeutic areas are your passion? If you are a cardiologist, chances are you aren’t going into4.
dermatology. If you are an advanced practice nurse in adult health, pediatrics isn’t likely going to be an easy sell.
Make a logical choice about where to start. Ophthalmology made sense for me as I had experience in advanced
assessment, pharmacology and eye care in a tertiary setting. Had I chosen to start in oncology, I likely would not
have gotten a call for an interview because I had no primary experience in this area. Leverage your strengths!
Break into a therapeutic area where you think you can be the most successful. Branch out from there after you
understand the inner working areas of industry on a deeper level.
Clinical compliance is not pharma compliance. I can’t be clear enough about this statement. Having been a5.
clinician for a number of years doesn’t mean you understand the regulated industry “sandbox” you are about to
play in as a MSL. For your own sake, study the laws, PhRMA guidelines and MSL guidelines so that you don’t make
simple mistakes in your first MSL position. Knowing compliance areas will enhance your ability to get an offer for
an MSL position!
Find a mentor with your same licensure and work with them as you transition. Having a sounding board6.
makes the first year so much easier. Similar educational background coupled with same career focus area will
build a strong bridge of joint understanding.

Congratulations on your decision! This transition is a new way to lead as a clinician in your chosen field and improve patient care
from a new industry vantage point. You are not any less the clinician you were before joining industry, and don’t let anyone tell
you otherwise! Your impact on patients’ lives has a much farther reach than you will ever know.
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Alyson Evans, DNP, MBA, MSL-BC

Alyson Evans is a member of the medical affairs team at Biohaven Pharmaceuticals. She received her undergraduate and
graduate degrees from Mount Carmel College of Nursing, and has practiced as an Adult Clinical Nurse Specialist for nine years.
Her Doctorate of Nursing Practice Degree is from the University of Cincinnati. Alyson is fluent in research, evidence-based
practice and interdisciplinary collaboration. Most recently, she completed her MBA in healthcare management. Alyson had been
married for 11 years to her wonderful husband Ryan and they have 3 kids, Brendan (10), Abby (7), Natali (4), and 2 dogs Ranger
and Autumn.

Transitioning From Commercial to Medical
By Angela Valadez, PharmD, MBA | March 2020

Long before I became a MSL, I was a primary care pharmaceutical sales representative. As I reflect on the time when I worked in
sales, many words come to mind describing that time: rewarding, challenging, inspiring, frustrating, front-line, multi-faceted, and
demanding. The time I spent working in sales afforded me the opportunity to learn much about the industry and healthcare.

One of the most important things that I learned was about a job titled Medical Science Liaison. Learning this one fact changed
my career path and set me on the road to transition from the commercial side to the medical side of the pharmaceutical
industry.

Due to my experience as a practicing pharmacist, stepping into my sales role enhanced my understanding of the demands on
prescribers, their nurses, and staff. It also deepened my sense that prescribers and clinic staff have a true need for a reliable and
unbiased source of in-depth medical information. Having practiced pharmacy for several years before entering into pharma
sales, I was accustomed to having detailed conversations with prescribers and nurses about medications, disease states, and
even specific patient cases.

My relationships with prescribers in the clinic where my pharmacy was located, deepened as I became viewed as a trusted
resource for evidence-based information. As a sales representative, I found my conversations were extremely short due to
access issues and demands on prescribers’ time. My brief calls were being driven by product messaging and the conversations
and relationships did not evolve organically.

As time passed, I realized that I missed having in-depth conversations that had an impact on patient care, and I missed being
challenged with questions from my prescribers and their clinical staff. However, I enjoyed being a part of the pharmaceutical
industry and did not wish to leave this sector. One fateful day when I had no idea what an MSL was or what those three letters
represented, I met the MSL for my commercial team at a team breakfast. The wealth of knowledge that this individual
possessed, and the ease with which he shared it with my team was remarkable. In this moment, I knew my future career
direction.

Today, having attained a MSL role with a small global company, I realize that it is my time on the commercial side that has aided
in my transition to the medical team. The lessons learned as a sales representative serve me well in the MSL role. Regardless of
being a part of the commercial team or the medical team, relationships are important. It is not just the relationships with the
prescribers that matter. Everyone in a clinic is important, and a simple smile or “how are you today?” goes a long way in setting
myself apart from others. Simple kindness has aided in gaining access and opening doors that otherwise may have been difficult
or impossible to open on my own.

Another lesson that translates into the MSL role is that once my foot is in the door, I must bring value to continue going through
the door. Preparation is important for any visit regardless of duration or purpose. After all, the planning required for a 2-minute
sales call with a key prescriber is much less intense than preparing for a medical meeting with a KOL. In sales, the purpose of
the call was driven by company messaging as well as which product from my assortment had I not mentioned in the previous
weekly calls. There was no time to dive into understanding the prescriber’s practice, patient base, or challenges the prescriber
was facing. As a MSL, I now answer and ask questions. I have the opportunity to understand what is important to each prescriber
and determine how I may best assist in addressing the prescriber needs and ultimately impact patient care.

Planning for a meeting with a KOL is much more in-depth, individualized, and focused. The planning helps me bring value to
each interaction. In both commercial and medical roles, having the trust of prescribers and clinic staff is imperative. Being
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trustworthy contributes to the value of the role, and it is not possible to have value without trust.  

Territory management is another commonality shared by the sales and medical roles. The fundamental skills that I learned in
time and resource management while working my small multi-city sales territory have been applied on a much larger scale for
my multi-state medical territory.

Finally, compliance is a crucial element in the pharmaceutical industry. Having sales experience, I had a solid understanding and
appreciation for the importance of always working compliantly. From sales, I know that when in doubt, it is best to ask first
rather than act first.

Integral to my transition from practicing pharmacist to pharmaceutical sales representative to MSL have been managers who
believed in me. They were willing to give me a chance to grow as a person and as a professional with teammates who shared
their knowledge and expertise gained the hard way to make my transition and work much easier.

Although the roles of commercial representative and MSL are vastly different in purpose and intent, the underlying principles are
not. I was very fortunate to have been introduced into the industry with my sales role and I am very appreciative of the lessons
learned that apply to my MSL role. Those same words to describe sales – rewarding, challenging, inspiring, frustrating, front-line,
multi-faceted, and demanding – also describe working on the medical team. Relationships, knowledge, respect, value,
compliance, teamwork, and resource management are also integral words for both sides of the pharmaceutical industry.

 

Angela Valadez, PharmD, MBA is the Medical Science Liaison for the Central States Region with Alimera Sciences. Angela has a
Doctor of Pharmacy degree from the University of Kansas and a Master of Business Administration from Baker University. With
previous pharmaceutical sales experience, Angela has worked with prescribers and their staff to identify the appropriate
treatment options for patients. In her current role as a MSL, she continues to promote optimal care for patients with retina
conditions related to diabetes. She is passionate about the treatment of diabetes.

Feedback: The Courage to Grow
By Danielle Imbeault, RN | March 2020

feedback noun

Feed · back | \ ˈfēd-ˌbak\
Definition of feedback
the transmission of evaluative or corrective information about an action, event, or process to the original or controlling source

 

Truth be told, we are not comfortable with difficult conversations.
We don’t know how to receive and give feedback in order to get things done. Maybe because in reality, feedback sits at the core
of two human needs: the one to get better, and our need to be accepted, respected, and loved for how we are now.

Navigating the uncertain waters of feedback is definitely challenging.

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/noun
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Feedback is often expressed as “This is how you are… this is a problem, now fix it. However,  “this is how you are” really means:
“This is how you are in a relationship to who I am” An entirely  different interpretation!

Harvard Law School lecturer and author, Sheila Heen, argues that instead of changing the way people give feedback, we should
focus on getting better at receiving it. Heen identifies three conditions that cause people to mishandle feedback:

“Truth triggers” — the inability to determine what people are trying to say 1.
“Relationship triggers” — the difficulty accepting feedback from certain people2.
“Identity triggers” — the negative emotions that run beneath the surface of what we hear3.

When we overcome these barriers and open ourselves up to receiving feedback, it can fuel our growth and relationships.

For example, when receiving feedback, we can sometimes be taken off guard. We might be receiving feedback from someone
who lacks delivery skills; or we might be at the hands of a skilled person, but we don’t know their intentions. When we receive a
piece of challenging feedback, we tend to “wrong spot” — we name all the things that are wrong about the feedback. 

Strategies for Success

First, stay aligned with your values: when on the receiving end of giving feedback, stay curious as a way to stay connected to
your values.Second, disentangle the “what” from the “who”. If the feedback is wise, it shouldn’t matter who delivers it (but it too
often does).

On the giving end of giving challenging feedback?  

Remind yourself that there may be things on the other side of the situation that you need to know and that staying open and
curious is a good way to gather that information.

Practice staying present. Take the time to learn what your default tendency is when it comes to offloading discomfort, and then
practice not implementing this strategy. Some typical strategies are anger, blame, pretending we aren’t uncomfortable, and
numbing to name a few.

Do you know your go-to strategy?

Learning, growing, improving, it MUST be uncomfortable.  We keep being reminded time and time again that all miracles happen
outside of our comfort zone.

The bottom line is that difficult conversation related to feedback is a challenge for most of us, however, if we want to live a life
that allows for expansion and growth, we have to practice both giving and receiving it.

When you need to have a difficult conversation, you need to be ready to sit on the same side of the table, as opposed to face to
face. We want to be on the same team, not in opposition.

The Engaged checklist from Brené Brown

I know that I’m ready to give feedback when …

I’m ready to sit next to you rather than across from you. 

I’m willing to put the problem in front of us rather than between us (or sliding it toward you). 

I’m ready to listen, ask questions, and accept that I may not fully understand the issue. 

I’m ready to acknowledge what you do well instead of picking apart your mistakes. 

I recognize your strengths and how you can use them to address your challenges. 

I can hold you accountable without shaming or blaming. I am open to owning my part. 

I can genuinely thank someone for their efforts rather than criticize them for their failings. 

I can talk about how resolving these challenges will lead to growth and opportunity. 
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I can model the vulnerability and openness that I expect to see from you. 
To receive feedback, we must be brave and we must be ready to listen. In the end, we can take what’s helpful and leave the
rest. 

To give feedback, we must be clear. Period. This will avoid the loss in translation.

Happy Feedback!

 

Danielle Imbeault, RN, Senior Director Strategic Capability Solutions, has more than 15 years of
experience in capability and leadership building in the pharmaceutical industry. She is a creative, results-
driven, international pediatric nurse, with 25 years of global pharmaceutical experience, project
management, and scientific learning capability and leadership building. She has extensive qualifications
in all facets of drug development, scientific learning and onboarding programs within matrix
organizations. Danielle possesses strong strategic planning skills, from performing need analysis through
implementation and evaluation of impact on business.

From the Minds of the Innocent: What is a MSL?
By Alyson Evans, DNP, MBA, MSL-BC | March 2020

The MSL role was first established by Upjohn Pharmaceuticals in 1967. The MSL profession has grown exponentially over the
years, and according to a 2018 global MSL Society survey, 68% of managers plan to expand the size of their MSL teams within
the next two years. Having an official day, March 27, dedicated to MSLs is a unique way to recognize the profession, and raise
awareness of the importance of the global MSL.

For an innocent understanding of the complex role and responsibilities of the MSL, we’ve asked a few contributors for their
opinions on what is a MSL. Meet our contributors.

Abagayle Evans is the seven year old daughter of Alyson Evans MSL, Biohaven Pharmaceuticals. She is in second grade and
loves gymnastics, art, and math.

Vivianna Mamone is the seven year old daughter of Bernadett Mamone, MSL, Eisai and 2020 MSL Society Advisor. She is in
second grade and loves swimming, violin, and playing with friends.
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Abraham Yoder is the nine year old son of Josh Yoder, MSL at uniQure. He is in fourth grade and loves reading, sleeping, and
video games.

 

Question: What is a medical science liaison?

Abagayle: Someone who talks to people about medicine.

Abraham: Helps people learn about medicine.

Vivianna: I do not know.

Question: What does a MSL do?

Abagayle: I’m not really sure.

Abraham: Helps people learn about medicine.

Vivianna: Helps people, helps with their brain.

Question: What do you think a MSL does when not at home?

Abagayle: You do conferences, but I don’t know what you’re talking about in the conferences or in the conference calls.

Abraham: Talk about medicine and make PowerPoint presentations.
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Vivianna: Talk to doctors.

Question: As a kid, what are the good things about the MSL job? 

Abagayle: First, you take care of patients. You use special tools.

Abraham: You get paid.

Vivianna: You help people.

Question: As a kid, what don’t you like about your parent being a MSL?

Abagayle: When you’re gone a lot, but I do understand why you need to be gone.

Abraham: You are stuck in your office all day and are away very often.

Vivianna: You work all day.

Question: Do you aspire to be a MSL?

Abagayle: I ‘m not really sure cause I already planned doing stuff already when I grow up: doing a farm, cowgirl, sign language,
ballerina class and that’s pretty much it.

Abraham: NO!

Vivianna: No, but I want to be a teacher.

Question: Do you think a MSL is important?

Abagayle: Absolutely because doctors and MSLs can be important sometimes like the conferences and conference calls and
other kinds of stuff too.

Abraham: Yes.

Vivianna: Yes.

Question: So for everyone reading this article, is there anything else that you want to share with them?

Abagayle: Not exactly, but they could explain themselves more clearly (what they do everyday.)

Abraham: Hi!

Vivianna: No.

MSL and CRA: A Responsibility Model for the Efficiency of
Clinical Research and Clinical Trials
By Eva Diaz, MSc, and Victor Sastre, MS, MSL-BC | March 2020

The pharmaceutical industry has been evolving and changing along the years, as has the way in which clinical trials are planned
and executed. Clinical Development went from a fully inhouse clinical trials handling model, where each company had its own
team of clinical operations to execute those trials, to a completely outsourced model where none of the members of the team
were part of the company which was behind the development of the molecule in question, to the current hybrid model with
shared responsibilities between the owner company and the clinical research organization (CRO) which really manages the
projects. If we also consider the changes to the functions of the people responsible for the management of the trials, both on the
monitoring and follow up level as on the global project supervision and management level, we find new barriers and challenges
for the development of a proper clinical research activity.
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All this has led to the appearance of new roles to assist in the research inside the medical departments of the pharmaceutical
and biotechnology companies – to strengthen and maintain good relationships with the Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs) involved in
the trials and to support other roles with less involvement in this research or even functions far from the field. We are talking
about roles such as Clinical Trial Liaison (CTL), Clinical Trial Educator (CTE), Clinical Educator (CE), and Medical Science Liaison
(MSL). 

The MSL role, which has been part of the change and evolution of the industry since its beginning in the late 60s, is experiencing
a boom in both relevance and prominence within the medical departments. Where has this boom come from? It is mainly a result
of the MSLs understanding of the business and priorities for both the medical department as well as for the global company,
which enables them to contribute to and improve outcomes for both patients and health care providers, always from a scientific
perspective.

Broadly speaking, we can say that the role of the MSL comprises 3 fundamental tasks: scientific engagement with KOLs, insight
gathering, and evidence-generation. This third pillar includes the involvement of the MSL role in company sponsored studies,
investigator-initiated trials (IITs), clinical audits, and HEOR studies. The MSL takes part in these from their beginning overseeing
the identification of the best and most relevant health care professionals.

Although the site/investigator recommendation is not the only activity supported by the MSL, and using some data obtained from
the MSL Hiring Practices Survey performed by The MSL Society in 2018, we can see that a high percentage of MSLs participate in
activities related to the clinical research such as investigator led research and coordinating company sponsored trials.

https://themsljournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/victor1.png
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Originally the functions and responsibilities of the MSL role were more focused on the late phases of the clinical research (phase
III and beyond). However, the survey data also reflects that, step by step, the involvement of the MSL regarding the sponsored
clinical trials and IITs has been changing, becoming more relevant and contributory to the organization in all phases of the
research. In fact, more and more metrics for supporting clinical research are included to evaluate the performance of the MSLs. 

The following two bar charts reflect the metrics currently used to measure this task and the ones that should be used. In both
charts, the organization and managing of ITTs is mentioned.

https://themsljournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/victor2.png
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https://themsljournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/victor3.png
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Something remarkable also shown by this survey is that during the initial training phase of a newly hired MSL, around 25% of the
training is related to clinical trial design.

Therefore, due to the deep knowledge that the MSL has about the observational methodology, the project management and
local and international laws and procedures, the MSL is becoming a key figure for the experts to advise them on their studies.

Considering everything mentioned above, it is clear that the MSL is getting involved earlier in clinical research activities. As soon
as the draft of the protocol is ready, the MSL is informed and can then actively participate in the site selection and in the
feasibility process. Besides this, the MSL gives scientific support during the initiation visits, and throughout the lifetime of the
study they can assist to solve problems and even help in the recruitment. 

https://themsljournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/victor4.png
https://themsljournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/victor5.png
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Consequently, it is crucial to create and maintain very close relationships between MSL and the CRA roles. Although the scope of
both roles is quite different, the final objective is the same and both are the face of the company in the field. Relationships
between them should be based on trust and on the value the MSL can add because of the relationships the MSL has with the
KOLs.

From our point of view, to achieve a fruitful relationship, the most important thing is to have clearly defined roles and
responsibilities between CRAs and MSLs. We propose the following Responsibility Model to minimize the risk of overlap between
the positions:

Figure A: Responsibility Model (key activities, roles and responsibilities

The construction of this model has been carried out with consideration for the most relevant activities during the life of any
clinical research project, together with the responsibilities of the two most involved field actors.

Using this model, we can avoid confusion regarding those roles and responsibilities. As such, it is very important that this model
be clearly communicated to CRA, CRA Leads, MSLs, MSL Managers and key stakeholders (including investigators).

If a clear Responsibility Model is implemented and the complementary skills of MSLs (technical expertise, environmental

https://themsljournal.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/victor6.png
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awareness and scientific/professional relationship holders) and CRAs (operational, regulatory and project management experts)
are commonly understood, then the mutual benefit of MSL/CRA interplay will become obvious to companies, investigators and,
most importantly, to clinical trial patients.

 

Eva Díaz, MSc,

Eva has a biology degree and specializes in efficient management of clinical trials with expertise in diverse functions within
research and development departments as well as in medical affairs in both pharma and biotech organizations. In her nearly
twenty years of industry experience, Eva has served in management and project leads in oncology, cardiovascular and IVH
programs. In her current role, she serves as a MSL at Amgen in biosimilars, inflammation and bone metabolism

Victor Sastre, MS, MSL-BC

Victor has experience in the pharmaceutical & biotech industry, Medical Affairs and R&D. He is currently a  Senior MSL (Senior
RML) in Amgen, with responsibility in Biosimilars. Victor has previous experience at Parke-Davis and Pfizer, as well as,
experience in Bone Metabolism, Neuroscience and Inflammation.

 

 

 

Job Search Checklist For Aspiring MSLs, Part 1
By Tom Caravela | March 2020

What does it take to land a role as a MSL? Breaking into industry with your first MSL role requires a tremendous amount of effort
and persistence. More importantly, it requires patience. Stay positive and focused. This article is your guide based on my
experience, opinions, and best practices for positioning you as an attractive candidate for a MSL career.
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WHY do you want to become a MSL? To start, make sure you have researched the role and responsibilities of
a MSL so that you are 100% sure this is the career you want to pursue. Be prepared to answer the question, “why
do you want to become a MSL?” I guarantee you will be asked this question on interviews and from recruiters. Not
only will you be asked WHY, you will be asked WHAT. What does a MSL do? Be ready to answer these questions
and explain how you are a good fit.

Find a Mentor. The MSL community is one of the most collaborative and generous fraternities of professionals.
Every MSL knows what it was like to struggle for their first opportunity and are typically willing to mentor others if
asked. Seek out a mentor through a colleague, peer, prior classmate or on LinkedIn. A MSL mentor program is
available through The MSL Society. I recommend attending industry conferences and joining The MSL Society to
ensure you are a part of the MSL community and have access to a multitude of resources. Seek out MSLs and see
if they would agree to an information interview. When interviewing MSLs, be sure to ask how they went about
their MSL job search and what advice they can offer. 

 A comprehensive, well-written CV or resume is the foundation of your search. Invest time and effort into
your CV in order to make it the perfect representation of your background, skill-set, prior experience, and
capabilities to achieve your goal of becoming a MSL. One way to get started is to ask a MSL, friend or colleague if
they are willing to share an electronic copy of their CV for review and potential use as a template. Get outside
opinions from your peers, recruiters, and even resume writers to be sure you are 100% confident in the finished
product. For extra guidance, see my recent article on resume writing and editing on LinkedIn.

LinkedIn: Ensure your LinkedIn profile is a mirror image of your resume. Keep in mind that most recruiters and
employers will cross reference your LinkedIn profile once they have possession of your resume. It is critical both
are a match. Your LinkedIn profile is your digital brand and career image. Take the time to add a professional and
recent photo. A casual, recreational, or outdated photo is never perceived well; a lack of picture is not appropriate
either. Next, be active in the medical affairs community on LinkedIn by joining MSL or industry groups, follow
companies and key influencers. Engage as often as possible. Spend time on a regular basis sending out invites
and adding as many new industry connections as possible. It is a very important part of this process (I explain
why below). Here is an example of what a good LinkedIn invitation request might look like: 

Dear Jane, I really enjoyed reading your recent LinkedIn article (or post) and found it very informative. I am an Oncology Clinical
Pharmacist seeking a transition to a MSL role, and was hoping to join your networking on LinkedIn. Thank you in advance for
considering my request. Have a great day! John

Scientific / Therapeutic Expertise: Highlight your “scientific value proposition” on both your CV and your
LinkedIn profile. You will be significantly more attractive to potential employers if you clearly document and
present your therapeutic expertise, knowledge, and experience. If you have X years of oncology research or
clinical experience in XYZ setting, be sure to include it as MSLs are scientific experts and make you more
attractive to potential employers.

Strong communication and presentation skills are mandatory for MSLs at all levels, in all companies. It is
critical to portray this on your CV, and more importantly, in your interactions with potential employers and
recruiters. List presentations and speaking engagements, as well as any training, mentoring, or teaching
experience. If you do not have much to document, seek out opportunities to present. Volunteer to speak at
community functions, Toastmasters or networking groups, schools, clinics, etc. Contact prior professors,
colleagues, and guidance counselors for opportunities to speak.

Job Search Tools and Strategy: Seek a MSL specific career center and follow this three step process for
utilizing career development sites Indeed and Simply Hired.

Step 1. Set up “job alerts” on both sites so that the research comes to you. Here’s how it works:

Go to Indeed.com
Type in keywords “Medical Science Liaison” and your nearest major city
Hit “search” for results
Create a “job alert” with this criteria by adding your email address 

Next, repeat this step for Simply Hired to allow multiple sources to email new job postings daily. Of course, search for jobs on
LinkedIn as well as other industry or career job boards that you find on the Internet. 

Step 2. Create a spreadsheet to keep track of the opportunities you wish to pursue. Document the job title, company, territory,

https://www.themsls.org/msl-mentor-program/
https://members.themsls.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?alias=Vegas2020
https://members.themsls.org/page/joinnow
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/resume-writing-editing-tips-pharma-professionals-tom-caravela/
https://careercenter.themsls.org
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posting date, contact person (if available,) and date you apply.

Step 3. Try to get a foot in the door. Before applying to a specific position, go to LinkedIn and do a search on the company to see
if you are connected with anyone in the organization (this is why it is so important to add as many connections as you can.) Send
a LinkedIn In-mail to this connection so that you can try to personally get your resume to a person, versus submitting online to
the big black hole of a company website. Stay organized and use your spreadsheet.

Be tactful about your followup, and do not apply multiple times to the same position or check in too frequently. I believe in follow
up and tactful persistence, but be careful not to overdo it or overstep your bounds.

The MSL’s next issue will feature The Job Search Checklist for Aspiring MSLs, Part 2 of 2. Good luck as you begin to mark off the
checklist items.

 

Tom Caravela has 27 years of pharmaceutical industry experience and is the Founder and Managing Partner of The Carolan
Group, LLC. Established in 2002, The Carolan Group is a leading pharmaceutical and biotech search firm specializing in medical
affairs and medical science liaison recruitment. Tom is responsible for leading a team of expert recruiters and account managers
in client expansions for various levels of field based and in house medical affairs professionals including MSLs, MSL Leaders,
Managed Care/HEOR Liaisons, Medical Directors as well as various other medical and clinical affairs roles. With nearly three
decades of pharmaceutical industry experience, Tom is a frequent speaker and consultant for clients, advisory boards and
industry meetings. His strategic interests focus on hiring, retention and career development for the field based MSL role.

Three to Succeed
By Cherie Hyder | March 2020

Everyone is in a hurry as the work pace propels us ever faster!   While we may think we have all we need to know to do our MSL
or leadership positions, I can attest to the continuous need for learning no matter what stage you are at in your career journey! 
Each edition, we plan to share three new ideas or tools to help MSLs and leaders aim for excellence! I hope you find these
concepts useful in your everyday work (and life)!

1. Define the Problem!

MSLs are problem solvers!  We leap ahead as many challenges are confronted daily and we strive to be highly responsive as we
quickly offer our solutions; however, take a moment…hit the pause button.  Seek first to fully understand the problem and
needs. Only then should we begin laying out possible options to solve problems. For instance, you would not begin to solve most
math problems by blurting out answers; you would analyze the problem, define it, and move ahead in steps to formulate the
eventual answer.  Similarly, MSLs are confronted with myriad issues, often complex ones, and communication may not always be
clear, leading to answers that may not totally hit the target in mind. My MSL teams have heard me say often to “Define the
problem, then define your solutions.” Their output shifts with more strategic efforts and answers through taking this initial
approach to define things up front!

2. RTFT!
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RTFT?  Right the First Time!   As a pharmacy student doing rotations, it became apparent that pharmacists had a zero-error
tolerance rate!  Afterall, who wants their prescription filled incorrectly? It could be quite disastrous! So, I adopted that same need
for RTFT in all I do.  Now, that does not mean I am 100% perfect (except when filling scripts!!), but what it does mean to me is
aiming for that level of performance every time I aim.  For MSLs and leaders, my approach is to aim first, then do it. Pause to
assess how you plan to get where you are going and what that final deliverable should be.  If you are aiming higher with RTFT,
your output will also inevitably be of a higher standard. While it may seem like corporate wants the fastest solution or answer,
remember QSV – quality, speed, value.  Notice that quality comes before speed. RTFT focuses first on the quality of your
deliverable. When you put quality first in all you do, along with a timely solution, the value will be there! Make RTFT your
platform for medical excellence in your daily efforts!

3. Map It!  

MSLs and leaders are often involved in projects and programs that require intense planning.  Although most of us are not trained
to map processes, I completed my undergraduate education at a respected engineering school and I must say that regardless of
your degree program there, you got some engineering education!  For me that meant learning how to do process mapping to
enhance efficiency, clarify communications and define critical paths within a process layout. As an MSL or leader, if your process
has more than 3 steps to completion, it’s worth taking a moment to focus on a process map to assure critical details and steps
are sequenced, resources are planned and appropriate scope of a project is defined up front.  These efforts will save time later
and help elevate your output in ways you could not imagine at the outset! Consider mapping your process with a flowchart. This
aids visual clarity, effective coordination, better communication, analysis and problem solving as well as proper documentation
should the project be undertaken again in the future!

Whether you try one of these concepts or all three, I wish everyone success as you build your MSL and leadership capabilities
through employing new approaches! Look for Three to Succeed in the next editions of The MSL Journal! Keep climbing and
reaching for excellence!

Go Beyond Interview Tips- Deploy an MSL Interview
Theme
By Ken Kupersmith | March 2020

There are many interview and meeting tips such as start with a firm handshake and good eye contact, bring copies of your
resume or even “Don’t forget to wear matching socks” my favorite from the movie “A Few Good Men”.  These types of tips can
be valuable but they are one-offs, scattered across the interaction with no unifying principle or theme to align them together.
Most roles do not lend themselves to a whole theme for your interview interactions.  Fortunately the Medical Science Liaison
(MSL) role does and it is hiding in plain sight. Since MSLs are also scientists, cut from the Einstein cloth, why not create a
unifying principle during your interviews? Not of space and time with a dash of gravity to curve the geometry but rather a theme
lifted directly from the MSL role of meeting a stakeholder or KOL (key opinion leader) for the first time and developing a real
relationship.
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 Movie Lesson #1:  Dress well, look the part.

 

Tip 1:  Do not think of it as an interview, instead use the more familiar skill of an MSL meeting where you are
prepared to successfully collaborate with an internal stakeholder/KOL!

I’m a recruiter, not a physicist, my apologies to all my scienced friends that I just “unified” in alienation to my Einstein junk
science summation.  The point I am making and the interview theme that I am proposing is to treat your interviews as an MSL
would approach an internal stakeholder or a KOL. Your interview theme starts with displacing the word “interview” and replacing
it with the less stressful, more familiar work “meeting”.  If you are job searching you might have 5 interviews in a year, which is
not enough at-bats in baseball to even have a meaningful average. Your familiarity with being interviewed is usually not a skill
you have honed with enough repetitive practice so it is my assertion that those who are already doing it well are appropriating a
skill they already have developed and applying it to the interview. That skill is using a work meeting to develop a meaningful
relationship exchanging useful information, i.e. what MSLs do.

TIP 2:  Be prepared like an MSL – Research everyone you are meeting with and the products/pipeline of the
company through multiple channels including LinkedIn, Google searches, publications/writings, reaching out to
people you have in common, etc. to figure out how your upcoming “meeting” can bring value to them and in turn
an actionable insight (job offer) to you.

Let’s discuss what attributes make for a really good MSL meeting.  MSLs are expected to bring customized value to their
meetings with KOLs.  They do this by preparing for the meeting through research; they get to know what they can about the
person they are meeting through proprietary databases, LinkedIn, Google searches/publications, talking to colleagues, etc.  They
go into the meeting with the purpose of creating a lasting relationship by delivering value specific to the needs and likes of the
person they are meeting. MSLs strive to bring value to their KOL meetings every single time they meet or talk on the phone to
ensure that they are building a strong relationship that gets them back in the door on a regular basis.   MSLs seek to gather
actionable insights that make the relationship even stronger. The MSL role requires both science skills and interpersonal skills.
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Many people have science skills
and many people have interpersonal skills; only a sliver have both of these skills that the MSL role requires.

 

Tip 3:  Your Scientific Presentation during the “meeting” is critical for demonstrating your MSL capabilities that
combine your scientific acumen with your relationship building soft skills.

The number one determinative factor of interview outcomes for my MSL candidates is how they did on their scientific
presentations.  The importance of the scientific presentation to an MSL candidate getting a job offer is exemplified by the MSL
Society offering a three-day live workshop to improve this specific skill.  Dr. Samuel Dyer holds these workshops to go beyond
the science and teach scientific presentation. MSL presentation skills are of course grounded in science but they come to life
because the strong interpersonal soft skills of the MSL make them compelling must see TV.  The vast majority of MSL hiring
processes require a scientific presentation. Do not think of this as a test or an interview, just an opportunity to build a
relationship with your audience through science and demonstrating your most basic MSL role capabilities.

Movie lesson #2:  Use Success Stories to bring your history to life!

 

Tip 4:  Prepare 5+ Success Stories that demonstrate your experience and create a bonding opportunity with your
audience. 

Did you ever have a child ask you to tell them a story?  Humans of all ages love a good story and a story well delivered is a
bonding experience; prepare 5+ success stories for every “meeting” you have that you hope will end in a job offer.  I use the
term Success Story to go beyond the STAR interview technique of answering questions. The STAR technique was designed to
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help you go beyond a potentially mundane list of tasks and responsibilities you might use to describe your work experience. 
STAR stands for: Situation (a project or challenge faced), Task (your responsibilities/assignments), Action (your steps to solve the
situation) and the Result of the action you took.  STAR components are like the raw data and science that goes into an MSL’s
scientific presentation but the success story brings it to life in a bonding moment with your audience.  This is what MSLs need to
do well; it will be how you get the job offer.

If the first question you are asked is to “Tell me about your background” start by thanking them for that question and roll right
into your first Success Story.   Tell me about your background is the most typical first question, yet they have your resume in
front of them, they already know your background. What they are really asking for is a story; this is your opportunity to deliver
and bond.

 

Tip 5:  Prepare 3+ open ended questions to demonstrate your interest.  When asked if you have any questions, no
is the wrong answer.

Having 3+ open ended questions at the ready demonstrates your interest and excitement in joining the team.  Try to keep your
conversations flowing in both directions, you speaking in Success Stories and actively listening and drilling down on their
responses.  Take the time while listening to recalibrate how the discussion is going and make adjustments such as directing the
conversation to your strengths via Success Stories, if possible.

 Movie Lesson #3:  Create a mission statement, an interviewing theme, not just a
memo… and take the fish, they have manners!

By creating a strategy of approaching the interview process as an MSL would engage a KOL or internal stakeholder you will be
simulating your capabilities to function as an MSL.  The interview process will then allow you to demonstrate your MSL chops and
hopefully hear one of the best movie quotes ever, “You had me at hello, you had me at hello” and get the job offer.

 

 

Ken Kupersmith is a specialized Executive Recruiter for BioPharma Medical Affairs/MSLs at Smith Hanley Associates, LLC  in
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placing Medical Science Liaisons (MSLs), Medical Directors, Medical Information, Medical Communications and Regulatory Affairs
Top Talent nationwide concentrating in all Therapeutic Areas. 

Unprecedented Times
By Arthur Chan, PhD, MBA | March 2020

MSLs chose the healthcare, medical device and pharmaceutical industries because they are individuals who genuinely care
about helping people and being with people. We are watching our KOLs both fighting the front lines on this war against Covid19
and having to temporarily close down practices during these unprecedented times. We understand that they are juggling kids at
home, concerned about their staff, still trying to care for as many patients as possible while adapting as best as they can. We
know the right thing to do is be available to our customers without being another email they have to respond to. Every MSL
misses the human social interactions, medical meetings and the ability to travel while sheltering in place.

Those three words, just three weeks ago were unheard of, and now the world’s entire MSL workforce has been “grounded”.  In
these times of virtual engagement, MSLs are a crucial function and provide tremendous value. Here are some ideas on how MSL
teams can go the extra mile to lead in an organization.

First – for people managers, ensure your team members’ families, health and wellness come first. Embrace1.
flexibility and know that everyone is doing the best they can, when they can. Let your team know that they can
communicate and respond anytime convenient for them. Provide team members time in the morning to prepare
their day and minimize meetings. There’s nothing more important now than our wellbeing and knowing that our
leaders also agree.

2. Share how you’re able to balance. MSLs have always been efficient working from home. There’s a lot that a field team
can do to guide their office based counterparts.  From best practices while web-conferencing to ideas for balancing kids
at home and maintaining a fitness routine, this is what MSLs do every day. Sharing ideas and being a voice of calm will
make a difference for colleagues adjusting to their new work environment.

3. In addition to being flexible and available when a KOL requests an online MSL consultation, be a resource for other
medical teams. Can medical information use your expertise when inquiries come from physicians wondering how your
products affect those exposed to SARS-CoV-2? Can the clinical trial team use your ideas on how to guide trial patients
who aren’t able to return for a follow-up visit? Can you help convert an advisory board or group presentation into a virtual
gathering?

4. Grow your organization’s skills. You know those courses you’ve always wanted to take, those training sessions and
journal clubs that you never had time for, that audiobook you never finished on the plane? Schedule some time for the
team to train, train others, and be an organization that emerges out of social distancing smarter and stronger.

5. Enhance your tools and clean out the library. It’s a great time to modernize slide decks, prioritize the most relevant
papers, organize insights and organize the CRM system. The phrase “if only I had a few days at home to do this” is no
longer wishful thinking.

6. Offer coaching and mentoring. Many high schoolers are not only missing prom and uncertain as to what the remainder
of the school year may bring, but their college visits, internships and shadowing opportunities are likely to be postponed
too. There are also many aspiring pharmacists, physicians, researchers, bioengineers who would love to learn from you.
Graduate students about to finish their advanced degrees are seeing networking events, medical meetings and
interviews postponed. Many aspiring MSLs could benefit from your guidance and some of the time previously spent
traveling could be dedicated to mentoring. This unprecedented time is a calling for MSLs and medical affairs leaders to
find time to help those who aspire to be one of us, and continue the growth of this profession.

And finally, as I wrote in a recent LinkedIn article, we should choose optimism. Being separated makes us realize how much we
miss things we’ve been taking for granted – a handshake, a hug, a meal together. I’ve always had faith in humanity and believe
that once we emerge from physical-distancing, we’ll all be more patient and appreciative, think twice about what we consume,
and realize how much more we can do together to advance science and help others. And never before in my generation has
there been a stronger call for society to unite and help those who are most vulnerable. We are all in this together. This is an
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unprecedented time for all of us to lead.

 

Arthur Chan, Ph.D., MBA

Lead Medical Director – Novartis Ophthalmics
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